The demand of indoor positioning become more and more urgent with popularity of the smart home, smart medical, etc. In recent years, the research on indoor positioning has achieved some results, especially the method based on Wi-Fi, which is due to Wi-Fi technology is mature, Wi-Fi signal is relatively stable and has a wide range of coverage, etc. Thus, fingerprint based Wi-Fi indoor positioning is low cost, easy to acquire data and implement. However, there are still many problems in the practical application even though the theoretical research is mature. In this paper, we proposed a fast fingerprint data acquisition method based on dense sampling and interpolation aim at the problem of fingerprint database establishment, which acquire data efficiently and take into account maintenance of fingerprint database later.
Introduction
Indoor positioning method based on Wi-Fi received signal strength indicator (RSSI) is becoming more and more mature in the field of indoor positioning. In practical applications, fingerprint data acquisition often takes a lot of efforts. In the stage of fingerprint database establishment, the traditional fingerprint based indoor positioning should first divide area to be located into a plurality of grids with known positions. Then, the fingerprint data is sampled by the handheld device standing in the grid [1] - [3] . Finally, the sampled data and grid position are paired and stored in the fingerprint database. The density of the grid greatly affects the final positioning accuracy, the greater the density, the higher the positioning accuracy. However, the establishment of high-density grid is time-consuming and laborious. Moreover, if the indoor environment changes, such as interior decoration change the indoor layout, resulting in the fingerprint database update is also difficult, which makes the fingerprint based indoor positioning has a great limitation in practice.
For the problem of fingerprint data acquisition workload, the current solution is fitting the fingerprint data based on the signal attenuation model by interpolation and extrapolation [4] - [6] . In addition, crowdsourcing has also been used in indoor positioning in recent years, such as, in order to solve the problem of updating fingerprint database, Huang et al proposed and implemented a positioning platform based on crowdsourcing data [7, 8] . Nevertheless, it is very difficult to use attenuation model to accurately describe the influence on Wi-Fi signal by the walls, tables, chairs and people walking around in complex practical environments, thus, the interpolation does not solve the problem essentially. Furthermore, crowdsourcing get the fingerprint data without tags through the users share their own positioning data, and still need to acquire a large amount of fingerprint data in the offline phase, especially in large-scale environments. The traditional data acquisition process separate the position and fingerprint data, which is the main reason leading to a large amount of data acquisition workload. By contrast, the inertial navigation (IN) technology [9, 10] effectively realizes the dynamic fingerprint data acquisition by recording the fingerprint data and position simultaneously, which greatly improves the work efficiency.
This paper proposed a fast high-density fingerprint data acquisition method (FHFDA) aimed at solving the problem of increased time consuming of database establishment due to the high-density grid, as well as the difficulty of updating and maintaining the fingerprint database later, which both resulting in fingerprint based indoor positioning has a great limitations in practical applications.
Electronic Map Coordinates
In the practical indoor positioning process, the real position needs to be linked with the electronic map (E-map). In this paper, the accelerometer and the gyroscope in the IN device are used to count walking steps. The number of walking steps, the straight walking length and the E-map coordinates of each step are calculated through the condition detection method. Assume the time of the ' k th step or coordinate is () s tn, 1, 2, , nL  , L represents the total number of walking steps, the ' k th triaxial acceleration sampled by accelerometer is ( 
n a and (3) n a , the ' k th triaxial angular velocity sampled by gyroscope is ( 
The condition detection method uses three conditions 1 C , 2 C and 3 C to determine whether a person is still or walking. The three conditions 1 C , 2 C and 3 C defined as follows:
where the measurement of acceleration n a is  will increase when the measurement of acceleration n a is small.
where the measurement of gyroscope n  is
Taking logical AND operation between the three conditions, i.e., the condition test result is
It is easy to know that the logic output "1" denotes the acceleration and angular velocity are small, i.e., stationary state, the logic output "0" denotes walking state. Hence, change from the stationary state to the walking state is counted as one step. Assume the total number of steps walked on the current path at the ' k th time is   mn, and the length of every step is approximated as a fixed length l , then, the straight walking length is ( ) 
Fast Fingerprint Data Acquisition
This paper first elaborates the complete procedure of the fingerprint data acquisition method proposed. Secondly, compares with the traditional fingerprint data acquisition and interpolation method to analyze the performance of the proposed method. Finally, gives positioning accuracy comparison through the simulation
Procedure of Fingerprint Data Acquisition Method
The procedure of the FHFDA method is as follows: 1) Get the E-map coordinates of the unit path and save the corresponding time () s tn, 1, 2,..., nL  , through the method of the previous section;
2) Acquire RSSI values from N wireless signal transmitting devices arranged in the environment in accordance with the minimum scanning time, obtain N RSSI values at the jth scanning time () 4) If there are multiple RSSI values corresponding to the same E-map coordinates, then, the average of multiple RSSI values is taken as the unit data of the E-map coordinates in the fingerprint database.
The procedure of the FHFDA method is shown in Figure 2 . First of all, we plan the route under test in the practical road, set the starting position as   00 , xy and the road direction as
x axis. According to the IN positioning in the previous section, the number of walking steps can be determined by the gyroscope and accelerometer, and the coordinates of each step can be obtained as   , ii xy  , 1 im  , as shown in Fig. 3 . The distance between the end and initial position of the planned route is S . We know that the biggest drawback of the IN positioning is that it will produce cumulative error after a period of positioning. Accordingly, it is necessary to perform error calibration. In this paper, 
Data Interpolation
If acquire data by grid method, the sampled data will be interpolated to solve the problem that the grid is not dense enough. Common interpolation methods include inverse distance weighted interpolation (IDW) [4, 6] , natural neighbor interpolation, Kriging interpolation, radial basis function method and linear interpolation based on Delaunay triangulation [11] , etc. Kriging interpolation method is suitable for the condition that the mean of RSSI values is zero. Linear interpolation may produce points outside the planned route for the points that the sampled data is linearly distributed. All in all, we choose IDW interpolation in the experiment mainly because it is classic, simple, stable and suitable for indoor wireless signal model.
The main idea of a typical IDW interpolation method is to weight the RSSI values of the interpolation points according to the distance between the interpolation point and the known sample 
Experiment
As shown in Fig. 4 , the length and width of the venue are 75m and 35m, respectively. There are 115 Access Points (APs) detectable in the venue. Define the database is
n is the number of sampling points or sampled data. Note that our device does not get RSSI values from all APs in many positions, which lead to data missing. For missing values, the uniform setting is -90dB, which represents a very weak value. Therefore, we obtain a 115 n -dimensional fingerprint database L , and record the coordinates of each piece of data in the same time x y x y x y  (16) The traditional grid sampling method divide the area to be located into a plurality of grids with known positions, and acquire the fingerprint data at each grid by human-held devices to form a fingerprint database. In the experiment, we divide grid points by 1 meter intervals at open space in the venue as shown in Fig. 4 . There are 408 sampled data in total, so the establishment of the database takes about 34 minutes according to each sampling point spent 5s in average. The fingerprint database sampled by the traditional grid sampling method is 1 L and the corresponding position is 1 Y . The traditional grid sampling methods cost long time and are inefficient, so the fingerprint database can be augmented with the interpolation method described in Section 3.C. The fingerprint database data points are expanded to 1183 by interpolation as shown in Fig. 5 . After interpolation, the fingerprint database is 2 L and the corresponding position is 2 Y . Proposed 6 935 By comparison, the sampling method proposed acquire the RSSI values through the physical layer sampling. The sampling period is set to 0.5 seconds, thus, sampling density is about 0.5 meters according to walking speed is 3.5 kilometers per hour. It takes about 6 minutes to complete the whole map sampling and get 935 sampled data. The sampling points of the IN device are shown in Figure 6 .
The number of sampled data and time-consuming of the traditional grid sampling method and sampling method proposed are shown in Table 1 . As shown in Table 1 , the sampling method proposed has obvious advantages in the time and size of the fingerprint database. While the size of the database has doubled, the database establishment time is only equivalent to one sixth of the traditional grid sampling method. The fingerprint database sampled by the IN device is 3 L and the corresponding position is 3 Y . In order to verify the positioning accuracy of the three fingerprint data acquisition methods, we randomly selected 250 grids to acquire the test data, which expressed as 1 2 250 { , } T T T T  . Then, take use of fingerprint database 1 L , 2 L and 3 L to match and analyze the positioning performance .The specific method of matching are as follows. Using the common correlation function matching indoor positioning method for the fingerprint database 1 L , 2 L and 3 L sampled by the traditional grid sampling method and the sampling method proposed. The positioning error cumulative distribution of 250 random positions is shown in Fig. 7 . The positioning accuracy can be reduced to less than 2 meters with 65% probability by the method proposed, which is improved by about 30% compared with the traditional grid sampling method with 65% probability of less than 2.8 meters. It is obvious that the sampling method proposed improve the positioning accuracy significantly. The mean positioning error of three methods are shown in Table 2 . Proposed 2.81 Moreover, this method is suitable for almost all RSSI-based indoor positioning methods and is an effective supplement to the database establishment, which is of great significance for fingerprint data acquisition, and is convenient for large-scale popularization and application.
Conclusions
A fast high-density fingerprint data acquisition method for indoor fingerprint database is proposed, which generate a large fingerprint database by acquiring fingerprint data in the continuous movement in a short period of time, and simplify the establishment of the fingerprint database. Meanwhile, the method reduce the workload of resampling and maintenance if fingerprint database need to be reconstructed when the indoor environment changes. The sampling method proposed has the advantages of fast fingerprint data acquisition and high-density fingerprint data compared with the traditional grid sampling method. In detail, this method reduce the fingerprint data acquisition time by about five-sixths, double the fingerprint data size, reduce the cost of fingerprint based indoor positioning, and improves the positioning accuracy finally.
